Abstract: A common goal of epidemiologic research is to study the association between a certain exposure and a certain outcome, while controlling for important covariates. This is often done by fitting a restricted mean model for the outcome, as in generalized linear models (GLMs) and in generalized estimating equations (GEEs). If the covariates are high-dimensional, then it may be difficult to well specify the model. This is an important concern, since model misspecification may lead to biased estimates. Doubly robust estimation is an estimation technique that offers some protection against model misspecification. It utilizes two models, one for the outcome and one for the exposure, and produces unbiased estimates of the exposure-outcome association if either model is correct, not necessarily both. Despite its obvious appeal, doubly robust estimation is not used on a regular basis in applied epidemiologic research. One reason for this could be the lack of up-to-date software. In this paper we describe a new R package, drgee, which carries out doubly robust estimation in restricted mean models. The package is constructed to be userfriendly and fast, to facilitate routine use of doubly robust estimation. The paper is structured into theory sections and example sections. The former are intended to serve as a brief but self-consistent tutorial in doubly robust estimation. The latter illustrate the use of the drgee package through practical examples. We have used publically available data throughout the paper, so that the reader can easily replicate all examples.
Introduction
A common goal of epidemiologic research is to study the association between a certain exposure A and a certain outcome Y. Typically, it is desirable to control for covariates L in the analysis. This, for instance, is the case when the covariates are potential confounders for the exposure-outcome association, or when the covariates are potential mediators and the aim is to study the direct exposure effect. A common tool for covariate control is the restricted mean model
where Y is a scalar outcome and g is a suitable link function. Special cases include the linear, log-linear, and logistic models, which are typically used for continuous, "count", and binary outcomes, respectively. The restricted mean model can be fitted by solving a set of GEEs. Alternatively, one may assume that Y has an exponential family distribution with canonical link function g, and fit the model by solving the GLM maximum likelihood score equations. The model in eq.
[1] can be decomposed into two parts:
gfEðYjA; LÞg À gfEðYjA ¼ 0; LÞg ¼ βA ½2
and gfEðYjA ¼ 0; LÞg ¼ γ 0 þ γL: ½3
The part in eq.
[2] quantifies the conditional association between A and Y, given L. This part is usually of main interest; we thus refer to it as the "main model". The parameter in the main model, β, is the target parameter. The part in eq.
[3] includes the covariates and is usually of secondary interest; we refer to it as the "outcome nuisance model". The two parts are variation independent, which means that the first part may be correct even though the second part is misspecified, or vice versa. However, if the outcome nuisance model is misspecified, then the GEE/GLM estimator of β is generally biased. In this sense, misspecification of the outcome nuisance model "spills over" to the main model.
To protect the main model against bias bue to misspecification of the outcome nuisance model, doubly robust (DR) estimators have been proposed (e.g. Robins et al., 1992; Robins and Rotnitzky, 2001; Bang and Robins, 2005; Tchetgen Tchetgen et al., 2010) . These estimators combine an outcome nuisance model with an exposure nuisance model, and are unbiased for the parameters in the main model if either nuisance model is correctly specified, not necessarily both. Thus, DR estimators give the researcher two chances instead of one to make valid inference on the parameters of main interest.
Despite their obvious appeal, DR estimators are not used on a regular basis in applied epidemiologic research. One reason for this could be the lack of up-to-date software. To remedy this deficiency we have implemented an R package, drgee, which carries out DR-estimation in linear, log-linear, and logistic restricted mean models (Zetterqvist and Sjölander, 2015) . To facilitate routine use we have made an effort to make the R package as user-friendly and fast as possible. In particular, we have made sure that the package scales well for large data, and that it has an input/output interface which is similar to the standard model interface in R.
Three broad classes of estimation methods are implemented by the drgee package. The first class is DR-estimation, which requires both a nuisance model for the outcome and a nuisance model for the exposure. The second class only requires a nuisance model for the exposure; we refer to this class as "Eestimation". Our definition of E-estimation covers both the original E-estimation in linear and log-linear models proposed by Robins et al. (1992) (often referred to as "G-estimation" in the causal infererence literature), and "retrospective maximum likelihood" in logistic models proposed by Tchetgen Tchetgen and Rotnitzky (2011). The third class is standard GEE estimation, which only requires a nuisance model for the outcome; to be consistent in jargon we refer to this class as "O-estimation".
In this paper we describe the R package drgee. The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2-Section 4 we review the theory of O-, E-, and DR-estimation, respectively, and illustrate through practical examples how these can be carried out with the drgee package. These sections are divided into "theory" and "example" subsections. The theory subsections are intended to serve as a brief but self-consistent tutorial in O-, E-, and DR-estimation; readers who want to get an immediate idea of how the drgee package works may skip the more difficult theory subsections at a first reading. An appeal of standard GEEs is their ability to handle clustered data. The drgee package can handle clustered data as well, which we illustrate in Section 5. In Section 6 we compare the three estimation methods, and illustrate the doubly robustness property of the DR estimator through a simulation study. In Section 7 we provide concluding remarks.
O-estimation

Theory
We assume that data consist of iid observations of ðY; A; LÞ. The simple model [1] contains only main effects. We here consider a more general model which allows for interactions between covariates, and for interactions between the exposure and (some of) the covariates. Towards this end we let XðLÞ be a p Â 1-dimensional function of L, and VðLÞ be a q Â 1-dimensional function of L. We consider the model
where g is a link function, β is a p Â 1-dimensional parameter, AXðLÞ is the element-wise multiplication of A with XðLÞ, and γ is a q-dimensional parameter. Typically, both VðLÞ and XðLÞ will contain the element "1", so that there is an intercept in the model, and a main effect of the exposure on the outcome. Arguing as in Section 1 we can decompose the model in eq.
[4] into the main model
and the outcome nuisance model
Our main interest lies in the main model and β is our target parameter. The outcome nuisance model is of secondary interest. However, in O-estimation both models are fitted simultaneously, in such a way that misspecification of the outcome nuisance model may cause bias in the estimate of β. In O-estimation we use the estimating function
When both models [5] and [6] are correct, we have that
It then follows from standard theory for estimating equations (see Appendix) that a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator b β O can be obtained by solving the estimating equation
for β and γ, where we have usedÊðÁÞ for sample mean. This estimating equation is identical to the ML score equation for a GLM with canonical link function. It is also identical to the estimating equation for a GEE with "independent working correlation matrix". The standard error of b β O can be obtained through the "sandwich formula" (see Appendix).
Example 1
To demonstrate how the drgee package can be used for O-estimation, we use the dataset SLID from the car package (Fox and Weisberg, 2011) . This publically available dataset contains data from the 1994 wave of Canadian Survey of Labour and Income dynamics, with variables wages, sex, education, age and language for composite hourly wage (Canadian dollar), sex, years of education, age and native language respectively. The variables sex and language are factors with levels ("Female", "Male") and ("English", "French", "Other"), respectively. We refer to the car package for a more thorough documentation of the dataset.
Suppose that we wish to use these data study if there is a direct effect of sex on wages, not mediated through education level. Such a direct effect is clearly of substantive interest, since it would be an indication of sex discrimination. To eliminate the mediated effect we wish to control for education level. However, to avoid bias we must then additionally control for covariates that can be confounders for the mediator and the outcome (see Valeri and VanderWeele, 2013 and references therein) . It is obvious that age can be such a mediator-outcome confounder, since age is likely to be associated with both education level and wages. Native language may also be a mediator-outcome confounder, by being associated with education level and wages through ethnicity and socio-economic status. We thus use a model for the mean of wages conditional on sex, education, age and language:
EðwagesjsexMale; education; age; languageFrench; languageOther; β; γ 0 ; γ 1 ; γ 2 ; γ 3 ;
where the factors sex and language are recoded as dummy variables, with reference levels "Female" and "English", respectively. In this model, Y ¼ wage, A ¼ sexMale, L ¼ ðeducation; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞ, XðLÞ ¼ 1 and VðLÞ ¼ ð1; LÞ. The target parameter is β and the main model is EðwagesjsexMale; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞ À EðwagesjsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞ ¼ β Á sexMale
½7
The nuisance parameter is γ ¼ ðγ 0 ; γ 1 ; γ 2 ; γ 3 ; γ 4 Þ and the outcome nuisance model is EðwagesjsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞ
½8
To use O-estimation based on these models we type:
By setting the estimation.method argument to "o" we tell the drgee function to use O-estimation. The oformula argument specifies the outcome nuisance model and the exposure argument specifies the exposure. There is no need to explicitly specify the outcome, since this is identified by the drgee function as the response variabel in oformula. To summarize the results we type:
which gives us the output
Outcome Only the result for the main parameters are shown in the output. Since drgee only uses complete observations, 3428 incomplete observations in the original dataset SLID were not used in the calculations.
The estimate of β indicates that men earned 3.46 dollar more per hour than women in the target population, even when controlling for education level, age and native language. This observed sex difference is highly significant, with a p-value much smaller than the nominal 0.05-level.
Example 2
The linear and interaction-free model in Example 1 is simple, but may not be entirely realistic. Wage distributions are often right skewed, and therefore a linear model may not fit data very well. Furthermore, inference for direct effects may be misleading if significant exposure-mediator interactions are omitted from the model (see Valeri and VanderWeele, 2013 and references therein) . Therefore, suppose that we want to use a log-linear model instead, including an interaction between sex and education. We then replace the main model [7] with logfEðwagesjsexMale; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg À logfEðwagesjsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
in which XðLÞ ¼ (1,education), and the outcome nuisance model [8] with logfEðwagesjsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
The olink argument specifies the link function g. It defaults to "identity" which gives a linear model. By setting the olink argument equal to "log" we tell the drgee function to fit a log-linear model instead.
The iaformula argument specifies XðLÞ, i.e. the set of covariates that are assumed to interact with the exposure. Summarizing the results gives: .802 6.54e-09 *** ---Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 (Note: The estimated parameters quantify the conditional exposure-outcome association, given the covariates included in the nuisance models) 3987 complete observations used
We observe that both the main effect of sex and the sex-education interaction are highly significant.
E-estimation
In E-estimation we use the main model [5] , as in O-estimation. However, in contrast to O-estimation, E-estimation leaves the covariate part gfEðYjA ¼ 0; LÞg unspecified. Instead E-estimation combines the main model [5] with an exposure nuisance model. The drgee package implements E-estimation when g is the identity, log or logit link function. We discuss the identity and log link functions in Section 3.1. The logit function requires special treatment, and is discussed in Section 3.3.
Theory: E-estimation when g is the identity or log link function
When g is the identity or log link function, we use a model for the mean of the exposure conditional on the covariates:
In this model, h the identity, log or logit link function, α an r Â 1-dimensional nuisance parameter and ZðLÞ an r Â 1-dimensional function of L. We will refer to eq. 
The last expression equals 0 when the exposure nuisance model [11] is correct. This motivates the estimating function
When both the main model [5] and the exposure nuisance model [11] are correct, we have that
It then follows from standard theory for estimating equations (see Appendix) that a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator b β E can be obtained by solving the estimating equation
Efψ E ðY; A; L; β; αÞg ¼ 0 for β and α. This approach is often referred to as "G-estimation" in the causal inference literature, and was initially proposed by Robins et al. (1992) . The standard error of b β E can be obtained through the "sandwich formula" (see Appendix).
Example 3
Continuing Example 2 (Section 2.3), suppose that we want to combine the main model [9] with the exposure nuisance model logitfEðsexMalejeducation; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
To use E-estimation based on these models we would type:
> fit < -drgee(outcome¼"wages", þ eformula¼sex~education þ age þ language, þ iaformula¼~education, olink¼"log", elink¼"logit", þ estimation.method¼"e", data¼SLID)
By setting the estimation.method argument to "e" we tell the drgee function to use E-estimation. We then use an eformula argument to specify the exposure nuisance model. Now there is no need to explicitly specify the exposure, since this is identified by the drgee function as the response variable in eformula. The elink argument specifies the link function h for the exposure nuisance model. Since no outcome nuisance model is used in E-estimation, the oformula argument may be omitted. However, we then need to specify the outcome through the outcome argument. Summarizing the results gives: 
Combining this with the exposure nuisance model
where δ is an r Â 1-dimensional parameter and WðLÞ is an r Â 1-dimensional function of L, we arrive at the model
which has the same structural form as the model [4] used in O-estimation when g is the logit link function. Therefore, we can use the estimating function ψ O to obtain perform E-estimation if we let A and Y "switch place" in the estimating function. It then follows from standard theory for estimating equations (see Appendix) that a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator b β E can be obtained by solving the estimating equationÊ
YXðLÞ WðLÞ
for β and δ. The standard error of b β E can be obtained through the "sandwich formula" (see Appendix).
Example 4
To perform E-estimation with logit outcome link function, we need both outcome and exposure to be binary. Suppose that we recode wages in the SLID dataset as a binary variable:
> SLID$highWage < -ifelse(SLID$wages < ¼ 14,0,1)
We can then use the logistic main model logitfEðhighWagejsexMale; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg À logitfEðhighWagejsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
and the logistic exposure nuisance model logitfEðsexMalejhighWage ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
To use E-estimation based on these models we type:
Outcome: highWage 0.00541 ** ---Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 (Note: The estimated parameters quantify the conditional exposure-outcome association, given the covariates included in the nuisance models) 3987 complete observations used Again, both main effect and interaction are highly significant.
DR-estimation
In DR-estimation, we combine a main model with an outcome nuisance model and an exposure nuisance model to construct an estimator b β DR such that when the main model is correct, b β DR is consistent and asymptotically normal if at least one of the nuisance models is correct. As with E-estimation, we treat the case when g is the logit link function separately. 
Theory: DR-estimation when g is the identity or log link function
We then have that
The last expression equals 0 when at least one of the nuisance models [6] 
Example 5
Continuing Example 2 (Section 2.3) and Example 3 (Section 3.2), suppose that we want to combine the main model [9] with the outcome nuisance model [10] and the exposure nuisance model [13] . To use DRestimation based on these models we type:
By setting the estimation.method argument to "dr" we tell the drgee function to use DR-estimation. The outcome and exposure arguments may be omitted, since the drgee function identifies the outcome and exposure as the response variables in oformula and eformula, respectively. Summarizing the results gives: 1.23e-08 *** ---Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 (Note: The estimated parameters quantify the conditional exposure-outcome association, given the covariates included in the nuisance models)
complete observations used
We observe that the DR estimates are very similar to the O-estimates in Example 2 (Section 2.3), but quite different from the E-estimates in Example 3 (Section 3.2). This indicates that the exposure nuisance model may not be well specified. However, it does not prove that the outcome nuisance model is correct; we demonstrate in Section 6.1 that all methods may agree well even though both nuisance models are misspecified.
Theory: DR-estimation when g is the logit link function
When g is the logit link function, DR-estimation can be performed by the drgee package if the exposure A is binary and h is the logit link function. In this case the main model 
Tchetgen Tchetgen et al. (2010) showed that Efψ DR ðY; A; L; β; β y ; β z ; γ; δg ¼ E½Efψ DR ðY; A; L; β; β y ; β z ; γ; δÞjLg ¼ 0:
when the main model [18] is correct and either the outcome nuisance model [19] or the exposure nuisance model [14] is correct. It then follows from standard theory for estimating equations (see Appendix) that a consistent and asymptotically normal estimatorβ DR can be obtained by solving the equation et al. (2010) showed that this estimator attains the semiparametric efficiency bound when all three models are correct, i.e. under the intersection of models [14] , [18] and [19] . We note that this intersection model is not fully parametric, since it does not parametrize the distribution of L.
Example 6
Continuing Example 4 (Section 3.4), suppose that we want to combine main model [15] , the exposure nuisance model [16] and the logistic outcome nuisance model logitfEðhighWagejsexMale ¼ 0; education; age; languageFrench; languageOtherÞg
To use DR-estimation based on these models we type: 5.44e-06 *** ---Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 (Note: The estimated parameters quantify the conditional exposure-outcome association, given the covariates included in the nuisance models)
3987
complete observations used
We observe that the DR estimates are quite different from the E-estimates in Example 4 (Section 3.4). This indicates that the exposure nuisance model [16] may not be well specified.
5 Estimation with clustered data
Theory
When data are clustered, the parameter estimates obtained in Sections 2-4 are still consistent. However, their standard errors must be corrected for within-cluster correlations. Suppose that data contain m independent clusters with n i observations O i1 ; :::; O ini in cluster i for i ¼ 1; :::; m. Corrected standard errors can then be obtained by replacing the generic estimating function ψðO ij ; θÞ in the sandwich formula with P n i j¼1 ψðO ij ; θÞ for i ¼ 1; :::; n i . This modification corrects the standard errors, but does not affect the parameter estimates.
Example 7
To demonstrate estimation with clustered data, we use the dataset ohio in geepack package (Højsgaard et al., 2006) . This dataset contains data to study the health effects of air pollution on children. The children were examined annually at ages 7-10. Four variables are included in the dataset: resp, smoke, age and id. The variables resp (binary), smoke (binary) and age (continuous) indicate wheezing status, maternal smoking and age, respectively, at each examination. id is the child's identification number. Suppose that we are interested in the association between maternal smoking and wheezing status conditional on age. Since all subjects are from the same city, we assume that the effect of air pollution is similar for all subjects in the sample. Assuming the main model logitfEðrespjsmoking; ageÞg À logitfEðrespjsmoking ¼ 0; ageÞg ¼ β Á smoking; the outcome nuisance model
and the exposure nuisance model
we can perform DR-estimation with cluster-corrected standard errors by setting the argument clusterid to "id": 
Simulation studies
To further demonstrate the capabilities of the drgee package and to compare the estimation methods, we carried out two simulation studies.
Simulation study 1
In the first simulation we generated data from the following model:
β ¼ 1:5 ðγ 0 ; γ 1 ; γ 2 ; γ 3 Þ ¼ ðÀ1; À1; À1; 1:5Þ ðα 0 ; α 1 ; α 2 Þ ¼ ð0:5; 1; 1Þ
Under this model, we generated 1,000 samples with 500 observations each. Each sample was analyzed with O-estimation, E-estimation and DR-estimation. For each estimation method we carried out four analyses. In the first analysis, β was estimated with both nuisance models correctly specified. In the second analysis we used the misspecified outcome nuisance model
½20
In the third analysis we used the misspecified exposure nuisance model
In the fourth analysis we used both misspecified nuisance models [20] and [21] . For each estimation method, we calculated the mean (over the 1,000 samples) estimate of β, the mean standard error, and the empirical coverage probability of a 95% Wald confidence interval for β. For comparison we also calculated the empirical standard error, i.e. the standard deviation of the estimate over the 1,000 samples. The results are shown in Table 1 .
In the first analysis, all three mean estimates are close to the true value 1.5. This demonstrates that all three methods give unbiased estimates of β when all modelling assumptions are correct. The standard error is larger for the E-estimator than for the O-estimator. This is not a coincidence; Robins et al. (1992) showed that the O-estimator is always at least as efficient as the E-estimator. Note that the standard error of the DR estimator is close to the standard error of the O-estimator. In the second analysis, the assumed outcome nuisance model is misspecified, leading to bias in the O-estimator. The E-estimator does not use the outcome nuisance model and is therefore unaffected by this misspecification. Despite using a misspecified model for the outcome nuisance, the DR estimator is unbiased. Furthermore, its standard error is nearly identical to the standard error of the E-estimator.
In the third analysis, the assumed exposure nuisance model is misspecified, leading to bias in the Eestimator. The DR estimator is unbiased for β and its standard error is nearly identical to the standard error of the O-estimator. In the fourth analysis, both nuisance models are misspecified, leading to bias for all three methods. In this analysis, both the mean estimates and standard errors are very similar for all three methods. This demonstrates that agreement between the three methods does not imply that both nuisance models are correctly specified. We finally observe that the mean standard errors agree well with the empirical standard errors for all methods and analyzes, and that the 95% confidence interval has close to 95% coverage probability as long as the corresponding estimator is unbiased. 
Simulation study 2
In the second simulation we generated data from the following model: Under this model, we generated 1,000 samples with 500 observations each. Each sample was analyzed with O-estimation, E-estimation and DR-estimation. For each estimation method we carried out four analyses. In the first analysis, both outcome and exposure nuisance models were correct. In the second analysis, we used the misspecified outcome nuisance model
In the third analysis, we used the misspecified exposure nuisance model
In the fourth analysis we used both misspecified nuisance models [22] and [23] . We calculated the same summary statistics as in the first simulation. The results are shown in Table 2 . The results in Table 2 again demonstrate that the DR estimator is indeed doubly robust, i.e. that it is unbiased as long as at least one of the nuisance models is correctly specified. For the main effect β 1 , the standard error of the DR estimator is very similar to the standard errors of the O-and E-estimators. However, for the interaction β 2 , the standard errors of the DR estimator is generally larger than the standard errors of the O-and E-estimators.
Discussion
In this paper we have summarized the theory behind O-estimation, E-estimation and DR estimation in restricted mean models. We have have also described, through practical examples, how the drgee package in R can be used to perform these three types of estimations. Finally, we have carried out a simulation study to compare the estimation methods, and to demonstrate the doubly robustness property of the DR estimator.
There are other R packages available for doubly robust estimation, e.g. tmle, ltmle, iWeigReg, and multiPIM. However, these packages target a different parameter, namely the marginal (over covariates) exposure effect, whereas our package targets the conditional (on covariates) exposure effect.
Epidemiology is a rapidly evolving field, and it is desirable that applied epidemiologists use the best methods available when analyzing data. However, in our experience epidemiologists often resort to suboptimal standard methods, due to the lack of up-to-date software. We believe that the drgee package fills an important gap between theory and practice, and that it will facilitate the use of DR-estimation in the epidemiologic field.
